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Dynamics of dislocations and surface instabilities in misfitting heteroepitaxial films
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We introduce a continuum model of elasticity in a nonequilibrium multiphase system—including smooth
and singular strains, as well as their coupling to free surfaces—and apply it to the dynamics of misfitting
heteroepitaxial films. Above a critical thickness, defects relieve strain, competing with an instability at the
interface. Depending on their mobility, defects can screen stress by building up at large-curvature groove tips,
leading to high ductility, or be ‘‘outrun’’ by the tips, leading to brittleness. Hence we find a nonequilibrium
brittle to ductile transition.
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The properties of thin films can be tuned by growing the
on a substrate that induces strain. However, such misfit
heteroepitaxial thin films can only be grown to a critic
thickness. At that point, strain relaxes from the film as
either becomes plastic, or ‘‘buckles,’’ and complex structu
forms. Interest in this dynamical process goes back to
classic work of Frank and van der Merwe.1 If one considers
small strains where buckling is unimportant, Matthews a
Blakeslee2 derived the critical thickness at which coheren
is lost through the appearance of misfit dislocations, wh
accommodate the applied strain. Alternatively, for lar
strains relief can occur without plasticity as the free surfa
becomes corrugated~‘‘buckles’’ ! coherently, as identified in
the stability analyses of Asaro and Tiller,3 and of Grinfeld.4

This latter mechanism is associated with dislocation-f
Stranski-Krastanow growth in subcritical films.5–11

In general both mechanisms are present. Misfit dislo
tions partially accommodate strain, and buckling occurs
to the residual strain. For example, controlled annealing
periments of Ozkanet al.12 on supercritical SiGe films hav
demonstrated that groove alignment from the buckling
pends on the presence of misfit dislocations. It is theor
cally challenging to address both plasticity and buckling
this nonequilibrium process; the former involves singu
contributions to the strain, while the latter constitutes a fr
boundary-value problem. A molecular dynamics study
Dong et al.13 addressed both aspects of the process
found a qualitative coupling between buckling and dislo
tion nucleation; the relaxation of misfit strain by dislocatio
occurred inside grooves, which came about by the relaxa
of strain by buckling. Schwarz14 studied misfit dislocation
lines in three-dimensional static films in a quasiequilibriu
framework. Unfortunately, neither approach is viable for
quantitative study of the dynamics: molecular dynamics c
siders too short a time scale, and the quasiequilibrium
proximation cannot explore how film geometry and disloc
tions evolve together. An alternate and appealing metho
continuum mechanics, where the quantities entering con
tutive relations, such as shear and bulk moduli,m andk, are
straightforward to determine experimentally. Another ben
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of such a coarse-grained approach is that the time evolu
is on experimentally relevant scales.

Herein we introduce a continuum model of elasticity in
nonequilibrium multiphase system, including smooth a
singular strains, as well as their coupling to free surfaces
show the usefulness of this approach, we have studied t
film morphology from the initial stages of instability of su
percritical films to the fully nonlinear late-time regime. W
find that the initial instability persists even with dislocation
with a growth rate that depends on the defect core ene
and mobility. In the late-time regime, an island morpholo
forms with deep grooves if the defects cannot accommod
all strain—this is similar to that seen for subcritic
films.7,9,10In contrast to the case of coherent buckling of th
films, we find that the dynamics of grooves are like those
crack tips in metals. Dislocations build up ahead of t
groove tip, slowing it by screening some of the local stre
Furthermore, depending on the mobility of the dislocatio
the film is either ductile~where the mobility is high enough
that the defects keep pace with the growing groove tip! or
brittle ~where the groove tip outruns the dislocations!. We
find evidence for a dynamic brittle to ductile transition
groove dynamics, analogous to what occurs for cracks
fracture mechanics.15

Following Onuki and Nishimore,16 and two of us,9 we
introduce a Ginzburg-Landau free energy functional in ter
of the local phase and elastic interactions. The order par
eterf(rW,t), as a function of spacerW and timet, determines
the equilibrium phase, vapor (feq50), film (feq51),17 or
substrate (feq52). Elasticity involves the singular and non
singular parts of the strain tensoru, or equivalently for the
singular part, the dislocation’s Burger’s vectorbW . The free
energy is

F5E
rW
Fe2

2
u¹fu21 f ~f!1 f elastic~f,u!G , ~1!

where the first term gives rise to a surface energy and w
defined interfaces on the length scale ofe. The free energy is
a functional of two fields; the phase fieldf and the continu-
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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ous Burger’s vectorbW . The singular stress is related to th
Airy stress functionx@bW #. The singular stress and the sing
lar strain are related to each other by the usual elasti
relation. The three phases are described byf (f)5af4(f
21)2(f22)21(h2/2k)Fmisfit

2 , where a controls the
surface-free energies. The externally applied misfit stres
proportional to9 h, andFmisfit andFsolid are simple functions
of f ~Ref. 18! required to ensure that misfit stresses ex
only in the film and that the shear modulusmFsolid vanishes
in the vapor phase. For simplicity, we choose identical ela
moduli for the two solid phases.

The elastic part of the free energy has several pa
f elastic5 f smooth1 f sing1 f core. The smooth part of the elasti
energy19,20 is defined in terms of the elastic moduli and t
smooth strain fieldsui j , f smooth5hFmisfitukk1

1
2 k(ukk)

2

1mFsolid@ui j 2(d i j /2)ukk#
2, where a summation conventio

is implicit over repeated indices. The singular part of t
elastic energy isf sing5

1
2 k(ukk

s )21mFsolid@ui j
s 2(d i j /2)ukk

s #2

1ui j s i j
s , where the last term gives the coupling betwe

smooth strain and singular stresss i j
s defined below in terms

of the Burger’s vectorbW . Depending on signs, the singula
strain ui j

s is able to match and relieve the smooth strain.
the bulk phases wheremFsolid andk are constants, stresse
are proportional to strains, as given by Hooke’s law.

Since time scales of interest are much longer than ela
relaxation times, we employ the local mechanical equil
rium conditions¹ js i j 50. This permits us to integrate ou
the u to first order inm/k,9,16 giving rise to long-range elas
tic forces. This givess i j

s 5e ike j l ¹k¹ lx, where e i j denotes
the antisymmetric unit tensor withexy51, andx is the Airy
stress function,19,20that gives rise to the Peach-Koehler for
between dislocations.21 We restrict ourselves to two dimen
sions wherex is a scalar determined by a biharmonic equ
tion in the different phases.22,23 Finally, the core energy o
the defects is given by the sixth-order polynomialf core

5 1
2 EcubW u21cubW u2(b0

22ubW u2)2, where we will callEc the en-
ergy of a dislocation,c is a constant, and the dislocatio
strength isb0.

The dynamics off andbW are driven by minimization of
F. For the order parameter

t
]f

]t
52

dF
df

5e2¹2f2 f 8~f!2
x

4
Fsolid8 e i j ¹ ibj

2
16mh2

k2
@2Fmisfit8 m~rW !1Fsolid8 n~rW !#

2
Fsolid8 x2

2Yl4
2b~rW !S Y

4
Fsolid8 e i j ¹ ibj2

Fsolid8 x

l 4 D ,

~2!

where primes on functions denote derivatives with respec
f, t21 is a mobility,Y54km/(k1m) is Young’s modulus,
l is a microscopic length,23 and long-range elastic forces e
ter through24 m(rW) and n(rW). The coupling b(rW)
[e i j dF/d(¹ ibj ) between the dislocations ands i j results
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from integrating the strain out of the dynamics.22,23 For the
dislocation densities

]bx

]t
5~mg¹x

21mc¹y
2!

dF
dbx

5~mg¹x
21mc¹y

2!H d fcore

dbx
1

ex j

4
¹ j

3@~x1Yb!Fsolid#J , ~3!

wheremg andmc denote the glide and climb mobilities~for
by, mg andmc are interchanged!. We equilibrate the fieldsx
and b with a mixed real space–spectral method23 every
10–30Dt time steps, and relax them dynamically after ea
time step with 50 Euler iterations. The phase fieldf and
dislocation densitiesbW are updated using finite differencin
on a scale ofDx for the spatial gradients and the Eul
method for time evolution. System sizes considered w
1283128, 2563256, and 643512. For the results reporte
(Dx,Dt,e,k,l ,t,mg)5(1,<0.01,1,
1,2,1,mc). The climb mobilitymc was varied between 0.01
and 0.2, the core energy was controlled by varyingEc be-
tween 1 and 50, and dislocation densities were initializ
with small random fluctuations of magnitude 1024. We re-
port results for the supercritical regime where nucleation
defects does not control evolution. The remaining parame
PW [(a,h,m,c,b0) are reported in context below.

With our approach, the physics of the film under extern
stress is clear. The smooth strain fields adjust to the stres
buckling, while the singular part of the internal strain adju
to the stress by nucleating dislocations, if the core energ

FIG. 1. Scaled amplitude of growth modesv* as a function of
scaled wave numberq* in the early-time linearly unstable regime
Diamonds Ec51, squaresEc550, circles Ec5` ~no defects!,
dashed line is linear stability theory. Data scaled by maxim
growth rate and wave number for restabilization, both of wh
increase with increasingEc . Inset shows configurations forEc

51,50,̀ , from top to bottom. Four times are shown for eac
grooves deepen with time for all.
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FIG. 2. ~Color! ~a! Configura-
tion with defects~green is film, or-
ange is substrate, blue is vapor!.
~b! Without defects~note faster
groove growth!. ~c! Density of de-
fects (bx) from ~a!. Note pile up at
film-substrate interface and in
high curvature regions.~d! Magni-

fication of part of~c! showingbW .
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those defects is not too large. Whether or not the dislocat
can move fast enough to track the accumulation of lo
stress at the moving boundary is dependent upon their
bilities. For very early times, linear stability analysis d
scribes the evolution. In Fig. 1 we show the amplitude of
initial growth rate, for increasing core energiesEc51, 50,
and `, mc50.01, and in the inset interface profiles att
<25. We initialized the system with a sinusoidal interfa
deformation of small amplitudeh0 and wave numberq, with
parametersPW 5(2,0.5,0.5,23106,0.01). At early times, we
observe the linear stability regime whereh(q,t)}expv(q)t,
with v5e2q2gq2, wheree and g are proportional to the
external strain and film-vapor surface tension, respectiv
Defects shorten the period over which this regime can
seen, and renormalizee andg.25

For later times, coarsening occurs at the film-vapor in
face, leading to a grooved profile as shown in Fig. 2~a! ~with
defectsEc510) and Fig. 2~b! ~without defectsEc5`) at
time t580, and mc50.0125. Parameters arePW
5(1,0.775,0.25,23105,0.1). Eventually, the grooves caus
the film to break up into islands leaving the substrate p
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tially exposed. Indeed, this is what is observed in the c
trolled annealing experiments of Ozkanet al.12 Examination
of thebx field shown in Fig. 2~c! reveals considerable dislo
cation activity at the film-substrate interface~thick red line!.
In particular, dislocations withbx.0 align themselves at the
film-substrate interface to partially screen the film tension.
the island regime, a large dislocation density accumulate
the bottom of each island, exactly as seen in
experiments.12

A striking feature of these late-time configurations is t
defect concentration at the bottom of the grooves@Fig. 2~d!#.
These dislocations partially relax the stress concentra
and, therefore, slow growth. To address this in more de
we simulated narrow systems with a single groove,Ec51,
and varyingmc . See Fig. 3: top of figure with paramete
PW 5(1,0.775,0.25,23103,0.1) for mc50.05 and times 75–
100; bottom of figure with parametersPW 5(1,0.9,0.25,1
3105,0.04) for mc50.2 and times 12–24~little evolution
occurs after this time!. We initially notched the system an
then tracked its growth under stress. The groove attaine
well-defined steady-state velocity and shape. Dislocation
tributions are clearly evident.
1-3
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Two main effects are taking place. First, the high conc
tration of stress at the groove tip causes defects to nucl
and relax some of the stress,26 if the core energyEc is not too
high. This slows the groove, and blunts its tip. Second,
pending on the mobility of the dislocations, the groove
can ‘‘outrun’’ the defects. Low dislocation mobility leads to
fast tip velocity, where the defects lag behind the tip, whil
high mobility gives rise to a slow tip velocity, since th
stress-relieving defects can keep pace with the tip. In o
words, if the mobility of the dislocations is too low, the film
is brittle, while it is ductile for high mobilities. See Fig. 4
For small Ec ~defect nucleation is facilitated!, we observe
two distinct groove-tip speeds25 vmin and vmax, for mc@1
andmc!1, respectively. Defining a temperature through
Arrhenius form mc;exp(2Eb /kBT), gives the temperature
for a brittle-ductile transition: forT@TBDT;Eb /kB , v tip

FIG. 3. ~a! Sequence of groove tips inbrittle region, outrunning
dislocations, which are shown as Burger’s vectors.~b! Sequence of
groove tips inductile region, where dislocations keep pace with t
r.

.

.
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'vmin , whereas forT!TBDT , v tip'vmax. This scenario is
analogous to what is observed in materials undergoing f
ture; for example, Gumbschet al.15 studied fracture in tung-
sten single crystals, and concluded that the brittle-duc
transition required sufficiently mobile dislocations.

To conclude, we have introduced a continuum model
elasticity in a multiphase system, which includes bo
smooth and singular strains, as well as the coupling of th
strains to free surfaces. In the future, we shall extend
formalism to consider a tensorial Airy stress function, w
three independent components, as is required for three
mensions.
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FIG. 4. Tip speed vs natural log of climb mobility for variousEc

as indicated. Note well-defined transition from brittle region to du
tile region with increasing mobility.
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